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Subject: Improvements Heeded in GSA’s Role 
in the Real Property Utilization 
Survey Program (GAO/PLRD-82-93) 

We have reviewed how the General Services Administration (‘;SA) 
has fulfilled its responsibility for carrying out the real property 
utilization survey program, established by Executive Order 11954 
(recently replaced by Executive Order 12348) and implemented by 
the Federal Property Yanaqement Regulation 101-47.8, The survey 
program was created to ensure that unneeded Federal real property 
is identified, reported, and disposed of in a manner that provides 
the greatest benefit to the United States. 

We reviewed GSA’s survey reports and files, supporting docu- 
ments, and correspondence. We also reviewed the Executive orders 
which established the survey program and the implementing regula- 
tion. We performed work at GSA’s central office and two regional 
offices, and discussed GSA’s operations with responsible GSA 
personnel. We did similar work at several Federal agencies which 
have real property that was surveyed by GSA. The results of our 
review are discussed in detail in the enclosure, Our conclusions 
on the effectiveness of the survey program and our recommendations 
for improving the program are summarized below. 

The survey program has not changed much since 1970, when it 
was initiated, but it has not been as effective in causing Federal 
agencies to report real property in excess to their needs. -.We 
believe the reduced effectiveness of the program can be attributed, 
in part, to the termination of the Federal Property Council in 
December 1977. The Council provided policy guidance and settled 
disputes between GSA and agencies on whether real property was 
excess to agencies’ needs. These responsibilities were transferred 
to the Office of Yanagement and Budget (OMB) yhen the Council was 
terminated. 
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However r w@ identlfiead the following weaknesses in GSA's 

management of the rsurvey program: 

--ftack of analyeis of prior survey results to aid in 
selecting propertfas that have the most potential for 
being excess tco a~gencies’ needs. 

--Establisshmnt~ of an a,rbitrary number of surveys to 
be perfalermd e?ach year leads GSA staff to perform 
cursory surveys which are unproductive and a waste 
of f@SOUKCefS. 

--Inadequate and incomplete data base of properties 
subject to survsy could result in some properties 
not being included in the survey program. 

--Failure to follow up on survey recommendations and 
actions taken and planned by Federal agencies. 

The Administration, in its fiscal year 1983 budget, has PKO- 
posed a revised program to improve Federal asset management and 
to dispose of unneeded Federal, property. To encourage this, on 
February 25, 1982, the President signed Executive Order 12348, 
which established the Real Property Review Board. The Board will 
have many of the responsibilities formerly assigned to OMB and 
is to (1) develop policies for the acquisition, utilization, and 
disposal of Federal assets, (2) arbitrate disputes on whether real 
property is excess to an agency’s needs, and (3) add high-level 
support and emphasis to the survey program. We believe this 
revived interest in identifying and disposing of unneeded real 
property should help GSA do a better job in its survey program. 
But even with the increased emphasis created by the new order, 
GSA’s management weaknesses in carrying out the survey program 
require attention. 

Accordingly, we recommend that you direct GSA survey program 
managers , in plLsnning real property surveys, to: 

--Analyze the results of previous surveys to determine the 
types of properties that have the greatest potential for 
being excess to agencies’ needs. 

--Concentrate on those properties for survey where evidence 
indicates good potential for finding excess property. 

--Establish a more realistic number of surveys to be per- 
formed each year based on available resources and a 
systematic scheduling of properties never surveyed, as 
well as properties where experience indicates a potential 
for excess. 
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-Impro~vc, throoPgb cooperative efforts with holding 
agfmcies @ the li,nventory of Federal real property 
used to salsrrct piFopearties for survey. 

Because GSA has rescently improved its follow-up pcocedures, 
we are not making a recommendation on this matter. 

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganization 
Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to submit a 
written statement on actions taken on our recommendations to the 
House Committee on Government Operations and the Senate Committee 
on Governmental Affairs not later than 60 days after the date of 
the report and to the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations 
with the agency's first request for appropriations made more than 
60 days after the date of the report. We would appreciate receiv- 
ing copies of those statements. 

Our observations in this report have been discussed with 
officials responsible for the survey program within GSA and OMB 
and their comments have been incorporated where appropriate. 
We are sending copies of this report to the Chairmen, House Com- 
mittee on Government Operations, Senate Committee on Governmental 
Affairs, and House and Senate Committees on Appropriations, and 
the Director, Office of Management and Budget. We will also make 
copies available to other parties who have an interest in this 
matter. 

Sincerely?, 
I 7 

lf 7 +ik4& --dfL . Horan 
Direct r 

Enclosure 
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IWPRWEME~MTS NEEDED IN IDENTIFYING 

AEJD R+E!PCWXIEsG REAL BROPBRTY EXCESS 

TO FEDE,RAL AGEKIES' WEENDS 

BACKGROUND 

The Federal Property and Administrative Secvices Act of 1949 
requires that most Federal real property holdings, excess to agen- 
cies' needs, be reported to the General Services Administration 
(GSA) . GSA (1) prescribes policies and methods to promote maximum 
use of excess real property, (2) transfers such property among 
Federal agencies, and (3) disposes of surplus real property. 

In February 1970, the President issued Executive Order 11508 
because he believed that proper management and use of the Nation’s 
resources retquired a continuing and critical review of agencies’ 
needs for real property. This order (1) outlined a program for 
promptly identifying real property no longer needed and (2) estab- 
lished the Property Review Board. The order required: 

--Each executive agency to immediately survey all of its 
land and to report to GSA any unused, underused@ or not 
optimally used land. 

--GSA to establish uniform standards and procedures to 
identify such land. 

--GSA to survey executive agencies’ land to identify 
land not needed or not optimally used and to report 
to the President land not declared excess. 

--The Property Review Board to consider conflicts between 
GSA and landholding agencies and to recommend solutions. 

By Executive Order 11724, dated June 25, 1973, the President 
abolished the Property Review Board and established the Federal 
Property Council to review Federal real property policies and to 
resolve conflicting claims on Federal property reported by GSA as 
not being efficiently used. 

Executive Order 11954, dated January 7, 1977, revised the prior 
order. It required all executive agencies to periodically survey 
their real property holdings in accordance with GSA standards and 
procedures. GSA is to oversee the executive agencies’ surveys, 
conduct its own surveys, and assure that excess real property is 
identified and made available for the most beneficial use under 
the laws of the United States. The Administrator of General Ser- 
vices is to report to the Director of OMB any real property con- 
sidered to be excess but not reported as excess by the holding 
agency. The Director of OMB submits the reports, along with his 
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reeome~datims , to the President. The Administrator of General 
Services or ths Director of OHB can request the Federal Property 
Council to review reports of conflicting claims regarding real 
property I and the Council is required to report its recommendations 
to the President. 

Executive Order 112030, dated December 15, 1977, revised Execu- 
tive Order 11954 b’y terminating the Federal Property Council. It 
also provided that the Oilcector of OMB shall (I) review real prop- 
erty policies and objectives of the executive agencies, (2) review 
reports made by GSA to resolve conflicting claims on, and alter- 
native uses for, any real property described in the reports, and 
(3) submit his recommendations, along with reports, to the President. 

On February 25, 1982, the President signed Executive Order 
12348. The order requires agencies to identify and report real. 
property they ho longer need. Significantly, this ordeq estab 
lished the Real Property Review Board, which is to: 

--Develop and review Federal real, property acquisition, 
utilization, and disposal policies. 

--Review and examine prior public benefit discount convey- 
ances to ensure that property is being used and maintained 
for the purpose for which it was conveyed. 

--Mediate disputes that may arise regarding property identi- 
fied for disposal or conditions applying to the property 
to be canveyed. 

--Establish annually, for each agency, a target amount of 
real property to be identified as excess. 

The order provides that the head of each executive agency 
shall: 

--Periodically survey agency real property holdings in 
accardance with GSA standards and procedures. 

--Report, within 60 days to GSA and the Board, agency real 
property which is not being used, is underused, or is not 
being optimally used. 

--Identify and report to the Board properties which can 
be considered for disposition in response to the targets 
established by the Board. 

The order also provides that the Administrator of General 
Services shall: 

--Oversee the agencies’ surveys, conduct its own surveys, 
and assure that excess property is identified and made 
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available for the most beneficial use under the laws of 
the Uniit’esd dtafes, 

--Report ta the Board any property or portion thereof which 
has nat bea@n rrpuort’rard @xeeasrs t’o the requirements of the 
haldling agency and whichr in the! judgment of! the Admfnis- 
tratar I iep not LM(E~, Es; underused, or is not being opti- 
many USId # and which he recomends should bea rapocted 
as exossls propar ty . 

SCOPE OF REVIEW 

We reviewed GSA’s implementation of its survey program at 
GSA's Headquarters and its National Capital Region in Washington, 
D.C., and its Region 7 in Fort Worth, Texas. We also interviewed 
officials at selected holding agencies and reviewed files, corre- 
spondence, and reports relating to real property utilization and 
management. Facts contained in this report were discussed with 
OMB and GSA officials responsible for the survey program. We 
made our review in accordance with GAO’s “Standards for Audit of 
Governmental Organizations, Programs, Activities, and Functions." 

HISTORY OF SURVEY PROGRAM SHOWS 
A RECEWT DECLINE IN RESULTS 

Although results were relatively high in the early years of 
the program, a decline began in 1978. The effectiveness of the 
survey program from its inception to 1981 is illustrated by the 
amount and value of the property Federal agencies have declared 
excess. Most of this property is unimproved land. 
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ENCLQSURB 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

Transition quarter 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

Total 

Sumeys Acres 
conducted excessed 

(note a) (note a) 

16 

124 

306 

294 

268 

227 

110 

21 

134 

197 

194 

237 

194 

c 

6,633 

9,533 

58,851 

15,812 

4,524 

66,489 

247 

19,988 

552 

1,976 

2,035 

1,186 

2,322 187,826 

g/Figures shown for years prior to 1978 are taken from GSA summary 

Value 
(note a) 

(000 omitted) 

$ - 

40,587 

24,349 

59,327 ‘ 

24,004 

32,212 

52,438 

10,426 

17,805 

1,562 

6,291 

16,878 

8,706 

$294,585 

records. We could not verify the accuracy of the reported totals 
for those years because detailed records were not available. 

As shown in the chart abover the survey program caused over 
187,000 acres valued at about $295 million to be reported to GSA 
as excess. Starting in 1978, the amount of property declared excess 
began to decline, Factors which we believe contributed to the decline 
are discussed in the sections that follow. 

_ - 

Xanaqement of the survey program 

The Federal Property Council and its predecessor, the Property 
Review Baard, were responsible for program management and guidance 
when the survey program began in 1970, With the termination of the 
Federal Property Council by Executive Order 12030, these responsi- 
bilities were transferred to OMB. OMB has been less effective in 
providing policy guidance to GSA and has taken a less active part 
in the survey program than the Council or the Board. The Executive 
order provided that: 
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“The Director of the Office of Management and Budget shall 
review Federal real property policies and the objectives 
of the execut~ive btmch of the Governm,ent; and lsihall review 
the reports’ m’adear by the Administrator of General Services 
pursuant to Section 3 of this o’rder, a,s well as other 
reports rslatincg to zeslolving conflicting claims on, and 
al ternate uses for, any property described in those reports, 
consistent rfth laws governing Pederal real property. The 
Director shall s~ubmit such recommendations and cause reports 
to be sublmitted to the President, as may be appropriate.” 

GSA officials described to us one effort they made to clarify 
an issue of property utilization policy that would have provided 

1 

needed guidance. In late 1977 GSA sent to OMB for arbitration a 
survey report on the Savannah Depot, Illinois, in which GSA found 
the depot excess to the Department of Defense’s requirements. 
Defense justified retaining the depot on the basis of wartime 
mobilization requirements. In its request to OMB, GSA noted that 
Savannah was one of a number of Defense depots around the country 
being retained for mobilization requirements. GSA suggested one 
study be made to cover all depots and determine their need for 
mobilization. Also, GSA asked for a clarification of the Federal 
Government’s policy toward the retention of real property for war- 
time mobilization requirements. 

GSA officials advised us that OMB has not made a decision on 
the policy or on the Savannah Depot case. Thus, GSA’s attempt to 
define and clarify the Federal Government’s policy with respect 
to retaining real property for mobilization requirements failed. 
OMB’s decisions on cases such as the Savannah Depot would have 
provided GSA with real property policy guidance in managing the 
survey program. 

Executive Order 12030 also provides that OMB will act as an 
arbitrator in disputes between Federal agencies and GSA as to 
whether real property is excess to agencies’ needs. In those 
instances where a GSA survey has identified unneeded real prop 
erty but the holding agency will not agree to declare the prop 
er ty excess, GSA is to refer the matter to OMB for resolution. 
OMB is to advise the holding agency and GSA of its decision with- 
in 60 days of receipt of a survey report from GSA. 

From December 1977 through September 1981, GSA sent six cases, 
to OMB for resolution. As of September 1981, two cases were 
resolved and the remaining four cases had been at OMB from less 
than 1 month to 47 months. Subsequent to the issuance of Execu- 
tive Order 12348 the Director of OMB directed his staff to resolv@, 
as soon as possible, all pending excess real property cases sent 
to OHE by GSA for arbitration. On May 25, 1982, OMB officials 
advised us that all cases have been resolved, except one. The 
unresolved case has been at OMB for about 8 months. GSA officials 
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said they sent few crises to OMB for arbitration because they 
perceived a lack of support from OMB. Therefore, GSA officials 
sent only those cases where they believed they had an excellent 
chance of being successful. OMB officials advised that this per- 
ception was probably true; however, the few cases sent to OMB for 
arbitration covered sensitive/controversial properties or dealt 
with such small pieces of property that it was not worth assigning 
resources to resolve the cases. We believe that OMB was remiss in 
not resolving its differences with GSA as to the type and signifi- 
cance of cases that should be sent to OMB for arbitration. 

Subsequent to the completion of our review, responsibility 
for the survey program was transferred from OMB to the Real 
Property Review Board by Executive Order 12348. 

GSA MANAGEMENT OF THE 
SURVEY BROGRAM 

Although part of the reason for the reduced effectiveness 
of the program can be related to OFIBIs role, we also found that 
GSA was not as effective in managing the program. 

No analysis of survey results 

GSA's Office of Real Property has not analyzed past survey 
results to aid in selecting prouerties to be surveyed. Analysis 
can most effectively be accomplished at the Office of Real Property. 
This office is the repository of survey reports done by all GSA 
regional offices, and thus, is the only location that can obtain 
a national view of each agency’s property utilization procedures. ’ 
We believe that by analyzing results, GSA would have gained infor- 
mation on the relationship between the types of property it was 
surveying and its success. 

The following examples provide an indication of how much more 
complex property utilization decisions have become. These examples 
indicate that, in most cases, neither the Veterans Administration 
(VA) nor the Army agree with GSA as to what constitutes excess real 
property. Also, the declining figures in both examples show that 
GSA is finding less property that it considers excess. 

Between 1970 and 1975, GSA surveyed about 14,580 acres of 
property held by VA. GSA recommended that VA dispose of 4,015 
acres of land as excess to its needs. VA concurred and reported 
for disposal 1,067 acres, or about 26.6 percent of that GSA recom- 
mended as excess. However, from 1976 to 1980, GSA surveyed 6,385 
acres of VA’s real property and recommended 470 acres be declared 
excess. VA disagreed and did not report any of the 470 acres to 
GSA as excess to its needs. 

9 
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GSA's exp~ience s'urveying Army property provides a similar 
example. The feElowing table shows GSA surveys of Army instal- 
lations from 11478 to 19801. 

Acres 
mpas ts recommended Acre8 A,rmy 

Surveys with $xcess by GSA agreed to 
Year by GSA tmmmmdatians (%) for excess excess (%) 

1978 34 14 (41.2) 2,350 1,409 (60.0) 

1979 40 19 (47.5) 27,876 1,542 ( 5.5) 1 

1980 27 6 (22.2) 3,127 1,197 (38.3) 

The Offices of Real Property communicates with the various 
agencies concerning survey report recommendations of excess. 
Often, communications at this level disclose reasons justifying 
agency retention of real property that were not evident to the 
regional realty specialist doing the survey. We found that the 
Office of Real Property has not systematically analyzed survey 
reports to learn if there may be better ways of selecting 
properties and performing surveys. 

We believe that such analysis would help the Office to focus 
on doing surveys of real property utilization where its recommen- 
dations could have an effect. This analysis could then be used 
to develop guidance for the regional offices to use in selecting 
properties to be surveyed. 

Arbitrary number of 
surveys establlshed 

The total number of surveys during fiscal years 1978, 1979, 
and 1980 was arbitrary and unrealistically high. Consequently, 
many surveys were unproductive and resulted in regional staffs 
selecting properties and performing cursory surveys to meet the 
quota rather than selecting properties with the greatest potential 
of being excess. The following chart shows the surveys performed 
by GSA during fiscal years 1978, 1979, and 1980. 

10 
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ion Req 

1 (Boston) 

2 (New York) 

3 (National Capital) 

4 (Atlanta) 

5 (Chicago) 

6 (Kansas City) 

7 (Pt. Worth) 

8 (Denver) 

9 (San Francisco} 

10 (Auburn) 

Total 

1978 
Surveys accomplished 

1479 

16 

18 

20 

21 

22 

15 

18 

16 

22 

197 C 

15 

17 

18 

22 

24 

20 

15 

20 

16 

27 

194 C 

22 

22 

2s 

32 

29 

23 

22 

14 

22 

Several months before the start of a fiscal year, GSA Bead* 
quarters establishes a goal of surveys to be accomplished and 
assigns each region a specific number of surveys it is expected 
to accomplish during the coming fiscal year. This yearly total 
is determined primarily by the amount of resources--staff and 
funds--available and the number of surveys done in previous years. 

The greatest single factor affecting the accomplishment of 
surveys is the workload of the regional realty specialist. In 
addition to performing surveys, the realty specialists are respon- 
sible for the administration, management, and disposition of 
excess/surplus property from the initial release of the property 
by a Federal agency through final disposition by lease, transfer, 
or sale. Further, GSA has established the disposal of real prop 
arty currently in its inventory as the number one priority for its 
realty specialists, and as a result, the progress and success of 
the survey program in a given region are directly dependent on the. 
realty specialists’ workload associated with the current excess/ 
surplus real property inventory. We believe the failure to con- 
sider such factors as the workload of realty specialists and the 
priority of disposal duties over survey duties results in an 
unrealistically high number of surveys being assigned to each GSA 
region. 

Each region selects the specific properties to satisfy its 
survey quota and submits the list to GSA Beadquarters for review 
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and approval. Wa vbiteid two GSA regions to determine the basis 
for selecting properties for survey. The selection of pwperties 
was based on the follolwing factors: 

--Priorities are assigned an the bas’is of (1) property siae 
(acxeage) , (2) wimtber the property has been previously 
suweyadr and (3) the time elapsed since a parlor survey 
was comphted. 

--Knowledge of particular properties from previous surveys, 
inspa2tians, disposal actions, and/or contacts with holding 
agencies. 

--Availability of travel funds. An effort is made to select 
two or more grqcerties in close proximity to each other to 
reduce travel costs. 

--Efforts to spread surveys among all property-holding 
agencies within the region. 

-Special requests from GSA Readquartets, congressional 
interest, or other agencies. 

We found that GSA regions have been responsive in that they 
normally complete the number of surveys assigned to them each year. 
Rowever, it appears to us that some surveys were performed to 
satisfy the quota, rather than to identify property which is excess 
to Federal agencies’ needs. For example, responsible personnel in 
the National Capital Region advised us that most properties selected 
for survey in their region will not identify excess property because 
most properties have been previously surveyed. This comment indi- 
cates to us that the primary purpose of some surveys is to satisfy 
the quota. 

Lack of detail in GSA’s inventory 
of Federal real urouer tv owned 

In selecting properties for surveys, GSA uses the inventory 
of Federal real property entitled “Summary Report of Real Property 
Owned by the United States Throughout the World,” This summary 
report is backed up by two volumes providing detailed listings of 
Federal real property owned by all Federal agencies. The data is 
compiled by GSA based on property information provided by Federal 
agencies. The Office of Real Property uses the detailed. listings 
as its primary source of information concerning size and locations 
of Federal real property holdings. The latest summary report. was 
issued in tiay 1981 with information as of September 1979. The 
detailed listings were published later. Consequently, the Office 
of Real Property often used inventory data that is at least 2 years 
old in selecting real property for survey. 
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The real property listings in the detailed catalogues identify 
real property owned by agencies but do not provide a mmns of iden- 
tifying Federal rash1 property that is subject to or exempt from the 
survey program. In a recent report, l/ we determined that in its 
review of five park areas, at least 67331 acres of land that are 
outside national park boundaries are excess to National Park Ser- 
vice (NW) needs aad should be reported to GSA. We found that NPS 
did not know how much land it controlled outside approved park 
boundaries and its records were inaccurate and incomplete. While 
NPS legitimately acquire’d the lands outside the boundaries, it has 
not taken prompt action to dispose of unneeded land, and it has 
turned over very little land to GSA for disposal. 

GSA did not survey NPS holdings because national parks are 
exempt from disposal , and GSA did not know about the land outside 
the parks. If GSA had attempted to obtain greater detail on NPS’s 
land holdings through better contacts with agency personnel, it 
would have been able to identify lands, such as our example des- 
cr ibes, which aIce subject to disposal and to survey. 

It is this practice of retaining property in excess of mission 
requirements that the survey program was designed to overcome. 

We believe that these lands outside congressionally approved 
park boundaries should be surveyed. Furthermore, we believe that 
the survey program can have the effect of forcing agencies to more 
carefully review their land holdings and report unneeded land. 
Because GSA has not surveyed NPS lands, it has failed to find land 
it would probably have recommended as excess and it has lost the 
opportunity of assisting NPS to improve its real property manage- 
ment procedures. 

A GSA official described another example of lands subject to 
survey which GSA is unable to identify. National forests, con- 
trolled by the Department of Agriculture, are like national parks, 
exempt from the survey program. However, within national forests 
are Forest Service administrative areas that are surveyable prop 
er ties. Except in GSA Regions 8 and 10, which found Forest Ser- 
vice administrative locations within national forests, GSA does 
not know the locations of the sites and therefore does not survey 
them. 

As a result of bringing this matter to GSA’s attention, GSA 
officials requested the Department of Agriculture to identify 
administrative locations that would be subject to survey. GSA 
also requested the Department of the Interior to furnish a listing 

lJ”Federa1 Land Acquisition and Management Practices” (CEO-81-135, 
Sept. 11, 1981). 
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of acreages not dedicated or reserved for national park purposes 
and subject to survey. 
Agriculture advised 

On March 1, 1982, the Department of 
GS’A that it was currently inventorying all of 

its property and would provide the information when the process 
is completed. Cn March 16, 1982, the Department of the Interior 
furnished a list of acreages outside the boundaries of national 
parks . 

We believe thers may be other examples of land that is SUP- 
veyable, that is, attached to land exempt from survey, but which 
GSA cannot identify using the inventory of Federal real property 
owned. As long as GSA does not attempt to identify real property 
in greater detail and continues to rely on the current inventory, 
it will continue to be unsuccessful in finding unneeded Federal 
real property ahd to fail in its goal of improving agency real 
property management procedures. 

Untimely resolution of recommendations 
of excess property 

To determine the success of the survey program, we concen- 
trated on 3 years--fiscal years 1978, 1979, and 1980. We found 
numerous cases where survey reports, issued to agencies for com- 
ment, have been pending for more than 3 years. GSA has not 
followed up on its survey reports nor has it promptly resolved 
differences with the agencies. The following table shows the 
number of survey reports pending as of June 7, 1981. 

Fiscal Surveys 
year conducted 

Surveys 
pendinq 

1978 197 67 

1979 194 63 

1980 237 101 

In those cases where GSA has completed its survey of an 
agency’s properties and has determined that some portion is excess 
to the agency’s needs, it prepares a report and includes a recom- 
mendation that the agency report the property as excess to its 
needs. The agency has 30 days to respond. If GSA and the agency 
cannot agree, GSA submits the case to OMB for arbitration. OMB is -- 
to make a final decision within 60 days. 

We found that many times an agency does not respond to GSA 
survey reports within the 30 days. As a result, GSA often expends 
considerable time communicating with the agency to resolve differ- 
ences. In other instances, these open survey reports remain in 
suspense while GSA personnel perform other functions, including 
performing new surveys and issuing survey reports on other facili- 
ties of the agency. 
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Delays are also caused by agency requests for retention of the 
property until compleytion of planned studies or for o'ther reasons 
that will determine if the property might be needed in the future, 
even though it may not be currently used. In such cases, GSA has 
little option but to grant the agency's request and hold the case 
open. However, GSA generally has not promptly followed up on the 
status of these studies and has done a poor job of monitoring open 
cases. 

Because of inadequate followup by GSA and delays by agencies, 
survey recommendations may lose validity and finally GS'A may simply 
close the cases without resolving the problem. Since GSA is spend- 
ing its resources to identify excess property, we believe it is 
incumbent upon GSA to promptly follow up and resolve all problems 
with agencies. 

Since our review was completed, the Office of Real Property 
has advised us that procedures have been improved to ass'uce that 
survey reports in the future will be followed up and differences 
with the agencies will be resolved quickly. 




